Preboundary lengthening and articulatory strengthening in Korean as an edge-prominence language
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Preboundary lengthening, a phenomenon observed in various languages, is examined here in Korean, an ‘edge-prominence’ language that uses phrasing to indicate prosodic groupings and prominence. It was hypothesized that preboundary lengthening in Korean would involve hyperarticulation, reflecting prominence in both spatial and temporal dimensions at the right edge of a phrase. Our measurements of preboundary lengthening, using labial closing and opening durations in both CVCV# and CVCVC# (where ‘#’ = a prosodic boundary), revealed its leftward extension to the initial syllable in bisyllabic words, with the greatest temporal magnitude observed on the final syllable. Crucially, preboundary lengthening was found to be accompanied by a substantial increase in displacement and peak velocity, especially in gestures related to the final syllable. This observation indicates domain-final articulatory strengthening, a phenomenon, largely dovetailed with the notion of an edge-prominence language, and not typically observed in ‘head-prominence’ languages (e.g., English), where the stressed syllable serves as the locus of hyperarticulation. These results were compared in two different prominence conditions driven by information structure (‘new’ vs. ‘given’) and were discussed to understand the observed kinematic pattern in dynamical terms in the theoretical framework of the π-gesture model.
1. Introduction

Preboundary lengthening (PBL) is a general cross-linguistic propensity of articulatory slowing down toward the end of a phrase (Lindblom, 1968; Byrd & Saltzman, 2003). A growing body of studies on PBL, however, have demonstrated that its phonetic implementation is fine-tuned in a language-specific way, revealing variation and universals in PBL (e.g., Edwards, Beckman, & Fletcher, 1991; Gussenhoven & Rietveld, 1992; Wightman, Shattuck-Hufnagel, Ostendorf, & Price, 1992; Berkovits, 1993; Berkovits, 1994; Byrd, 2000; Cambier-Langeveld, 2000; Byrd, Krivokapić, & Lee, 2006; Cho, 2006; Turk & Shattuck-Hufnagel, 2007; Katsika, 2016; Seo, Kim, Kubozono, & Cho, 2019; see also Fletcher, 2010; Cho, 2015; Cho, 2016 for a review). A great deal of previous studies on PBL, however, have been based on acoustic data in a relatively small number of languages. There is, therefore, much left to understand regarding its articulatory-kinematic underpinnings within and across languages. In fact, due to a limited access to the apparatus for articulatory data collection, there is not enough articulatory data available to understand speech production in general from articulatory perspectives. The present study builds on the PBL literature by providing articulatory-kinematic data associated with PBL in Seoul Korean (henceforth Korean), and by examining how PBL interacts with the prominence system of the language with a view of understanding its articulatory underpinnings and the extent to which they may be considered language-specific versus cross-linguistically applicable.

The articulatory-kinematic underpinnings of PBL, arising with a local slowing down near the boundary, are reflected primarily on the temporal dimension (e.g., Edwards et al., 1991; Byrd & Saltzman, 1998; Cho, 2006), although it can be accompanied by spatial expansion (Byrd & Saltzman, 2003; Cho, 2005; Cho, 2006; Li, Kim & Cho, 2023). On the other hand, prominence (or ‘stress’ in a broad term) is likely to induce hyperarticulation of some sort. It typically brings about expansion of articulation in both spatial and temporal dimensions, characterized as being larger in displacement, longer in duration, and faster in movement peak velocity (e.g., de Jong, 1995; Fowler, 1995; Cho, 2006). The prominence-induced strengthening effect is often called localized hyperarticulation, as it is generally localized to a stressed syllable. This is in contrast with a communicatively driven hyperarticulation that is assumed to affect the whole utterance in the sense of Hyper- and Hypo-articulation (H & H) theory (Lindblom, 1990). A division between the boundary-induced and prominence-induced effects appears to be particularly relevant for a so-called ‘head-prominence’ language such as English. In a head-prominence language, as discussed in Jun (2014), when a phrase-level stress (e.g., a nuclear pitch accent) falls on a particular word, a lexically stressed syllable of the word becomes the head of the phrase, so that hyperarticulation is localized to the head (i.e., the stressed syllable), lending prominence. In a head-prominence language, therefore, the location of the prominence, being localized to
a stressed syllable, is independently determined from a prosodic boundary, and its function is
differentiated from that of marking prosodic boundaries (see Keating, 2006; Shattuck-Hufnagel
& Turk, 1996 for related discussion).

Another prominence-related typology may include languages that carry stress on the final
syllable. In such languages that are common in the world languages, as discussed in Gordon
(2016), the final syllable may serve as a locus of prominence while simultaneously being the right
edge of a phrase when occurring phrase-finally, which may also serve a demarcating function. In
particular, Jun (2014) cites French and Kiche as examples of languages that maintain prominence
in the phrase-final position through a form of pitch accent, which also functions as the right edge
of a phrase, specifically an Accentual Phrase. These languages are referred to as ‘head/edge-
prominence’ languages (see Jun, 2014, for other cases that also fall within this category). (Note,
however, that whether the localized hyperarticulation due to stress in these languages is indeed
further augmented when it aligns with the right edge of a larger phrase remains an empirical
question, which falls beyond the scope of the present study.)

In contrast, Korean does not employ lexical stress, fixed stress assignment, or pitch accent
in its prominence system. Instead, prominence that may arise with, for example, information
or syntactic structure in Korean is typically marked by phrasing or grouping of prosodic
constituents, such as a prosodic word, into a larger prosodic unit. In Korean, this prosodic
unit is called an Accentual Phrase (Jun, 2014). Such phrasing made by an Accentual Phrase
demarcates both edges of a phrase with a particular tonal pattern (e.g., a phrase begins and
ends with an LH tone). For this reason, Korean is often referred to as an ‘edge-prominence’
language, which is different in prosodic typology from a ‘head-prominence’ language such as
English as described above (Jun, 2014). On this account, Jun defines the term ‘edge-prominence’
by considering that prominence is expressed primarily through phrasing, with the beginning and
end of a phrase demarcated by edge tones on both sides. Jun’s classification, however, does not
specifically elaborate on whether edges, either at the beginning or end of a phrase, may also be
accompanied by segmental hyperarticulation in addition to prominence realized through edge-
marking tones. Nevertheless, there is evidence suggesting that the left edge (i.e., the beginning
of a phrase) may exhibit hyperarticulation to some extent, falling under the concept of ‘domain-
initial strengthening.’ In other words, while segments tend to undergo strengthening at phrase-
initial positions across languages (e.g., Keating, Cho, Fougeron, & Hsu, 2023; Cho, 2016), Korean
exhibits a more pronounced form of boundary-related articulatory strengthening at phrase-initial
positions than many other languages (Cho & Keating, 2001; Keating, Cho, Fougeron, & Hsu,
2003). Keating et al. (2003) suggest that this robust domain-initial strengthening effect in Korean
aligns with the idea that, in Korean, prominence is primarily conveyed through phrasing. This
imply that domain-initial strengthening may serve a dual function, enhancing both prominence
and boundary marking, and establishing the left edge of a phrase as the locus of prominence in both tonal and segmental dimensions. The latter of these dimensions results in a form of hyperarticulation in Korean (e.g., Cho & Jun, 2000).

More generally, in languages where both edges of prosodic constituents (e.g., initial and final positions of a phrase) may become loci of prominence, at least as expressed through intonational means (as opposed to a stressed syllable in head-prominence languages), boundary marking (phrasing), which delineates the edges of prosodic constituents, can be considered commensurate with prominence marking (or lending prominence), possibly accompanied by a form of hyperarticulation. In this view of Korean as an edge-prominence language, we hypothesize that articulatory patterns at the 'right' edge of a prosodic constituent, associated with phrase-boundary lengthening (PBL) will also exhibit some degree of hyperarticulation in the segmental dimension such as spatial expansion to a level that is not normally observed at the right edge in a head-prominence language (e.g., English). That is, the predicted right-edge effects are likely to differ from the patterns observed in English, considered a head-prominence language. In English, hyperarticulation is primarily associated with stress-related prominence (e.g., Barnes, 2002), and the phrase-final position typically does not exhibit the same kind of hyperarticulation seen with stress. The present study elaborates on this possibility by investigating preboundary lengthening (PBL) and other kinematic characteristics of articulatory gestures at prosodic boundaries in Korean.

Before addressing the specific research questions in this study, it is important to clarify the relevant levels of phrasing in Korean and specify the level to be tested. Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of phrasing in an utterance, featuring two Intonational Phrases (IPs), each of which can contain one or more Accentual Phrases. In Jun’s discussion (2014) of phrasing to characterize Korean as an edge-prominence language, she refers to the formation of an Accentual Phrase to express prominence. However, based on the strict layering hypothesis (Selkirk 1984, 1995; also discussed by Shattuck-Hufnagel and Turk, 1996), we assume that Accentual Phrases in Korean are embedded within an Intonational Phrase (IP), aligning an edge of the IP with an edge of an Accentual Phrase (AP). Moreover, as discussed by Keating et al. (2003) and Cho and Keating (2001), a cumulative left-edge effect of domain-initial strengthening typically results in the beginning of an IP boundary showing a more robust edge effect than that of an AP, still demonstrating the characteristics of an edge-prominence language at the left edge. Similarly, in the present study, we investigate the right-edge effect of an IP boundary aligned with that of the AP with the aim of exploring the right-edge effects in both temporal and spatial dimensions in the context (being IP-final) where these effects are expected to be more pronounced.
The primary purpose of the present study is therefore to explore kinematic characteristics of articulation of bisyllabic words (CV.CV and CV.CVC) in relation to PBL in Seoul Korean, so that it adds to the body of cross-linguistic studies on kinematic characteristics of articulation at prosodic junctures. The obtained results will allow us to explore to what extent the kinematic characteristics associated with PBL show a general cross-linguistic tendency versus language-specificity of Korean. We will discuss the results with some theoretical considerations as below.

The first consideration concerns the scope of PBL (i.e., the extent to which PBL in Korean can spread to the left of the final syllable in bisyllabic words). The scope of PBL may be language-specifically determined, but it is also known to be influenced by factors related to the lexical prominence of the language (e.g., Turk & Shattuck-Hufnagel, 2007; Katsika, 2016; Seo et al., 2019). For example, prominence arising with lexical stress may attract PBL toward a non-final syllable in a bisyllabic word. However, the extent to which PBL spreads to the left of the final syllable may vary across languages, as highlighted by studies on PBL in English (Turk & Shattuck-Hufnagel, 2007) and Chinese (Katsika, 2016). This suggests that the scope of PBL may be influenced by factors specific to the language, such as the prominence associated with lexical stress or intonational phrase boundaries.

Figure 1: A schematic representation of phrasing in an utterance. The prosodic structure beneath each Intonational Phrase (IP) is adapted from Jun (1993, 2000). Please note that at the beginning of an Accentual Phrase (AP), 'T' refers to either 'H' or 'L,' depending on the onset consonant (with 'H' for fortis or aspirated consonants and 'L' for others). 'T%' refers to a boundary tone associated with the end of an Intonational Phrase (IP).
syllable in a head-prominence language like English or Greek, though the exact scope of PBL may differ between the two languages (Katsika, 2016). In an articulatory study, Jang and Katsika (2020) also explored this scope-related question in Seoul Korean (i.e., to what extent PBL may spread to the left into non-final syllables) by examining constriction formation duration and release duration of the consonantal gestures of polysyllabic words at prosodic boundaries in Korean. Their results showed that PBL was largest in magnitude for the final coda consonant, and it was substantially attenuated for the onset consonant of the final syllable, showing a general progressive effect (i.e., progressively decreasing from the right edge). They, however, showed no further evidence on the leftward spreading of PBL beyond the onset of the final syllable, while there was some degree of shortening of consonantal gestures of the penultimate syllable. They also demonstrated that the presence of narrow focus either on the preceding word or on the target word did not influence the leftward spreading (scope) of PBL, showing an independence of PBL from the focus-related prominence.

The present study further elaborates on the PBL in Seoul Korean in the following aspects that complement the previous work by Jang and Katsika (2020). First, while Jang and Katsika examined distribution of PBL on a word whose final syllable is closed (i.e., with a coda), the present study examines whether the scope of PBL can be constrained by the phonetic content of the final syllable (presence or absence of the coda). As discussed in Turk & Shattuck-Hufnagel (2007) and Seo et al. (2019), there is a possibility that PBL operates phonologically on the basis of the syllable (rather than the segment’s proximity to the boundary), so that leftward spread will not be constrained by the presence of the coda. But these studies were based on acoustic data, so that they did not capture actual kinematic characteristics of underlying articulatory gestures that constitute a syllable. Thus, it may still be the case that the physical distance from the prosodic juncture has an influence on articulatory kinematic measures, so that the leftward spreading of PBL beyond the final syllable may depend on whether there is a coda or not (see below for related discussion).

Second, the present study includes other kinematic measures such as displacement and movement (peak) velocity, as well as time-to-peak velocity (acceleration duration), and investigates how PBL may be related to variation in these kinematic measures. Examining these measures is particularly important to understand the nature of articulatory strengthening (hyperarticulation) in both spatial and temporal dimensions that occurs at the right edge in Korean as an edge-prominence language. Moreover, understanding the relationship between kinematic measures will allow us to consider the kinematic characteristics of predoundary articulation in dynamical terms (Byrd et al., 2000; Cho, 2006; Mücke & Grice, 2014). For example, while PBL may be expected to be associated with a lowered movement velocity (as PBL is often assumed to be caused by a slowing down of articulatory movements), the opposite may be true if PBL turns out to be accompanied by substantial spatial expansion which may cause an increase in movement
velocity due to the natural propensity of high correlation between displacement and movement velocity (Munhall, Ostry, & Parush, 1985; Ostry & Munhall, 1985).

Third, this study aims to compare the previously mentioned preboundary effects under two different prominence conditions. The goal is to examine how boundary-related effects may vary across different levels of prominence. Notably, in Korean, it appears that prominence marking does not strongly affect the timing aspect of the scope and magnitude of PBL (Jang & Katsika, 2020). However, since boundary-related effects often interact with prominence in other kinematic measures (e.g., Katsika, 2016; Cho, 2016; Li et al., 2023), it remains to be seen whether boundary effects on preboundary articulation are further influenced by prominence. It’s important to distinguish between different types of prominence in Korean. One type of prominence is hypothesized as edge-related prominence, where both edges of a larger prosodic unit are assumed to carry prominence relative to those of a smaller one, as we also discussed above in the introduction. Another type of prominence may stem from information structural factors, possibly independent of phrasing, which could otherwise contribute to the hypothesized edge-related prominence. In this study, we incorporated ‘new information’ versus ‘given information’ contexts related to prominence associated with information structure (cf. Gussenhoven, 2008; Mücke & Grice, 2014). These contexts result in varying levels of prominence, corresponding to ‘broad’ focus versus ‘background.’ Notably, we did not include ‘narrow’ focus in the prominence conditions because it is typically linked to initiating a new phrase in Korean (Jun, 1998; Jeon & Nolan, 2017). This would have added complexity to the interplay between boundary and information structure-related prominence. Hence, the prominence difference observed in the ‘new’ versus ‘given’ contexts used in this study may manifest as fine phonetic details distributed throughout the entire utterance, rather than being confined to a specific prosodic unit. This approach allows us to investigate the extent and magnitude of boundary effects in both temporal and spatial dimensions across different levels of prominence that may extend broadly across the entire utterance.

Another important theoretical consideration in the present study pertains to how results to be obtained can be accounted for in dynamical terms, especially by the theory of π-gesture (Byrd & Saltzman, 2003; see Byrd & Krivokapić, 2021 for a related review). The theory of π-gesture (the prosodic gesture) accounts for phonetic variation at prosodic boundaries within the frameworks of the task dynamic model and Articulatory Phonology (e.g., Saltzman & Munhall, 1989; Goldstein, Byrd, & Saltzman, 2006). The π-gesture is different from a usual ‘tract variable’ (constriction) gesture, which is realized with a vocal-tract constriction (in terms of its degree and location). It is a “non-tract variable” gesture (with no specification of constriction degree and location), assumed to be anchored at a prosodic boundary. Crucially, it modulates the rate of the “clock” that controls articulatory temporal activation of constriction gestures in the vicinity of the prosodic juncture. Thus, the temporal expansion that occurs at prosodic junctures (at both
edges of a prosodic constituent) does not stem directly from settings of the dynamical parameters such as the target and the stiffness (cf. Saltzman & Munhall, 1989), but it comes about as a consequence of a slowing-down of the clock that is modulated by a π-gesture. The π-gesture is governed by the prosodic constituency so that the degree of influence of the π-gesture is determined by boundary strength (the size of the boundary): The larger the prosodic constituent, the stronger its effect, resulting in larger temporal expansion. Its influence is strongest at the juncture and becomes gradually attenuated as it gets farther away from the juncture. This accounts for the progressively decreasing magnitude of PBL from the right edge to the left, found across languages. However, if, as hypothesized, the right edge in Korean, as an edge-prominence language, indeed undergoes hyperarticulation, showing a robust spatial expansion comparable to the hyperarticulation effects possibly beyond what could be expected from the influence of the π-gesture, it would be valuable to discuss how the potential strengthening of preboundary articulation aligns with the operation of the π-gesture at prosodic junctures in Korean as an edge-prominence language.

2. Methods

2.1. Speech materials

Eight bisyllabic target words were used for production: /mami/, /mima/, /páp*í/, /páp*a/, /mamim/, /mimam/, /páp*íp/, and /páp*íp/ (here /p*/ refers to the Korean fortis (tense) stop; cf. Cho, Jun & Ladefoged, 2001). These words were introduced as pet names in the mini dialogue shown in Table 1. These words included two bilabial consonants (/m/ or /p*/) to examine the variation in lip movement, and two vowel sequences (/CaCi/ or /CiCa/) to factor in the influences of vertical tongue movements (in /a/-to-/i/ or /i/-to/a/). The final syllable was open or closed (CV.CV or CV.CVC) to examine the influence of the syllable structure on scope of PBL (i.e., whether PBL spreads to the left on a syllable basis or on a segment basis).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BND</th>
<th>Info</th>
<th>Example sentences</th>
<th>English translations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(a) Open Syllable Condition: Test word = CV.CV (e.g., /mima/)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| IP-final | 'new' (br. foc.)   | A: [musin il is*ʌt*ɛ]?
B: [/jʌmanine mima]#[pinu mʌg*ɛ]

soap ate

What happened? Youngman’s Mima ate the soap.

'given'   |                                 | A: [/jʌmanine mima]#[pinu ʌtʃ*ɛt*ɛ]?
B: [jʌmanine mima]#[pinu ʌtʃ*ɛ]

soap ate

What did Youngman’s Mima do with the soap? Youngman’s Mima ate the soap.

(Contd.)
### Table 1: Examples of mini dialogues with (a) CV.CV /mima/ or (b) CV.CVC /mimam/ as a test word. The test word is underlined, and a narrow focus that falls elsewhere is in bold. “#” refers to an intended IP boundary.

(Note: /p/ in the target word ‘pinu’ may become voiced in ‘mima pinu’ in the IP-medial condition.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BND</th>
<th>Info</th>
<th>Example sentences</th>
<th>English translations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| IP-medial | ‘new’ (br. foc.) | A: [musin il is*ʌt*ɛ]?  
B: [jʌŋmanine mimam pinu]# [tʃwiga magat*ɛ]  
soap rat-NOM ate | What happened? 
A rat ate Youngman’s Mima’s soap. |
|           | ‘given’         | A: [jʌŋmanine mimam pinu]# [nuga magat*ɛ]  
B: [jʌŋmanine mima pinu]# [tʃwiga magat*ɛ]  
soap rat-NOM ate | Who ate Youngman’s Mima’s soap? 
A rat ate Youngman’s Mima’s soap. |
| (b) Closed Syllable Condition: Test word = CV.CVC (e.g., /mimam/) |
| IP-final  | ‘new’ (br. foc.) | A: [musin il is*ʌt*ɛ]?  
B: [jʌŋmanine mimam]# [satʰan magat*ɛ]  
candy ate | What happened? 
Youngman’s Mimam ate the candy. |
|           | ‘given’         | A: [jʌŋmanine mimam]# [satʰan atʰet*ɛ]?  
B: [jʌŋmanine mimam]# [satʰan magat*ɛ]  
candy ate | What did Youngman’s Mimam do with the candy? 
Youngman’s Mimam ate the candy. |
| IP-medial | ‘new’ (br. foc.) | A: [musin il is*ʌt*ɛ]?  
B: [jʌŋmanine mimam satʰan]# [tʃwiga magat*ɛ]  
candy rat-NOM ate | What happened? 
A rat ate Youngman’s Mimam’s candy. |
|           | ‘given’         | A: [jʌŋmanine mimam satʰan]# [nuga magat*ɛ]  
B: [jʌŋmanine mimam satʰan]# [tʃwiga magat*ɛ]  
candy rat-NOM ate | Who ate Youngman’s Mimam’s candy? 
A rat ate Youngman’s Mimam’s candy. |

The preceding segmental context was controlled so that an /ɛ/-final word was used before a test word. In the closed syllable condition (CV.CVC), given that the final coda consonant of the test word was bilabial, the word in the following context was either /sa/-initial (when the preceding syllable had /i/) or /si/-initial (when the preceding syllable had /a/) to obtain an alternating vowel sequence. Note that we used a fricative /s/ as the onset of the following word to identify the end of the closure duration of the preceding coda consonant (/p/, /m/), especially in the IP-medial condition. In the open syllable condition (CV.CV), the word in the following context was either /pi/-initial (after an /a/-final test word) or /pa/-initial (after an /i/-final test word), to make the post-vocalic consonantal context comparable between the open and closed syllables.
Boundary (IP-final/IP-medial) and Info-Structure (‘new’/’given’) were pivotal experimental factors. As exemplified in Table 1, mini discourse contexts were constructed, in which the participant played the role of Speaker ‘B’ in response to a prompt question (‘A’). Each test word occurred in IP-final or IP-medial conditions (Boundary). Orthographic and syntactic schemes were used to guide intended prosodic patterns. IP-final renditions were guided by a comma after the test word, which was aligned with a major syntactic juncture between an NP and a VP. It’s important to note that when constructing this structure, we conducted informal preliminary testing with Korean speakers. The results confirmed that in the IP condition, sentences were naturally split into two IPs, with an IP boundary placed in the intended location even without a comma, regardless of the information structural conditions. Nevertheless, to ensure a consistent IP boundary condition across all participants, we added a comma after the intended target word.

IP-medial conditions were established by grouping the test word and the following word with no space in between, forming a noun phrase likely as a noun-noun compound (e.g., /mima pinu/ or /mimam satʰaŋ/). In our informal preliminary testing, speakers generally did not introduce a major phrase boundary between the two nouns once they understood the meaning of the noun phrase. Nevertheless, to facilitate the grouping and ensure consistent phrase-medial conditions across all speakers, we employed the strategy of putting no space between the two nouns. The prosodic boundary between the two nouns that may form a compound may not be considered a prosodic word boundary, although the size of such a boundary in this non-lexicalized compound may be possibly larger than the one in a lexicalized one. In other words, this IP-medial condition aligns with a lexical word boundary, though it may not be parsed as a prosodic word boundary.

Two conditions ‘new’ and ‘given’ were included for Info-Structure, which induced two possible levels of relative prominence. The ‘new’ condition was elicited by the question ‘What happened?’, whereas the ‘given’ condition was ensured by the test word having been ‘given’ in the prompt question, with the contrastive focus (in bold) elsewhere in the test sentence. It is also worth noting here that in the ‘new’ condition, the focus-induced prominence prompted a broad focus in the answer, which is likely to be weaker than the one arising with contrastive (narrow) focus (Mücke & Grice, 2014; cf. Gussenhoven, 2008).

At this point, it’s important to address a concern raised by an anonymous reviewer regarding the validity of the boundary and information structure-related conditions embedded in our experimental stimuli. Specifically, it was pointed out that in the ‘new’ (broad focus) condition, splitting the sentence into two IPs in response to ‘what happened’ doesn’t align with natural phrasing for broad

---

1 We follow the strict layering hypothesis (Selkirk, 1984, 1995; see also Shattuck-Hufnagel & Turk, 1996), so that one or more smaller phrases, which are called Accentual Phrases in Korean, are embedded in an IP. This means that an edge of IP is being aligned with an edge of an AP.

2 Note that, as can be seen in Table 1, in the ‘given’ condition, due to the nature of the elicitation procedure, a narrow focus occurred somewhere after the target word in response to ‘who’ or ‘what’ in the question sentence. It was ensured that the context word immediately following the target word did not receive a narrow focus in the ‘given’ condition.
focus. Consequently, the IP boundary, as the reviewer argues, may not be considered as natural as one might expect in the broad focus condition. This criticism is rooted in the assumption that such splitting redistributes prominence-lending units across two IPs, whereas a single IP would be expected in the broad focus condition. While theoretically, such split IPs may function as independent prominence-lending units, especially when each unit includes the head of the prominence as is often assumed in a head-prominence language, this does not necessarily mean that speakers do not produce an IP boundary in a broad focus utterance. There are several reasons for this.

First, both our pilot testing and our native intuitions as trained Korean prosodic experts suggested that there would likely be an IP boundary in the broad focus condition, resulting in neutral renditions. Second, speakers frequently insert an IP boundary between an NP and a VP in a neutral context (as discussed in Shattuck-Hufnagel & Turk, 1996). Third, we are not aware of any experimental studies that provide solid evidence indicating that broad focus must always be realized with a single IP. Fourth, despite the possibility that such an IP could stem from other confounding factors that may influence phrasing, at the very least, in the ‘new’ (broad focus) context, the target word did not receive either a narrow focus or a contrastive focus. In this sense, the level of prominence in the IP-final condition of the ‘new’ context aligns with the ‘broad’ focus category. Lastly, and, more importantly, in accordance with Beckman (1996) and Shattuck-Hufnagel and Turk (1996), we assume that prosodic structure is a grammatical entity and prosodic structuring is autonomous, being parsed on its own. Consequently, we posit that the differences observed between IP-final and IP-medial boundaries are directly conditioned by prosodic structure, even though prosodic phrasing may ultimately be determined by the combined effects of various factors influencing prosodic phrasing.

For these reasons, many experimental phonetic studies on preboundary effects have deliberately employed different syntactic structures or other structural means to induce various prosodic structures. This approach allows for the testing of prosodic boundary effects, even if different phrasings result from potentially confounding factors (e.g., Byrd & Saltzman, 1998; 2003; Byrd et al., 2000; Jang & Katsika, 2020; Katsika, 2016; Keating, Cho, Fougeron, & Hsu, 2003; Cho & Keating, 2001, 2009; Krivokapić, Styler, & Parrell, 2020). However, this does not imply that an IP must be realized with the same phonetic content. As pointed out by the reviewer, it’s possible that an IP may exhibit varying strength depending on the contributing factors, resulting in different phonetic effects (cf. Ladd, 2008; Krivokapić & Byrd, 2012). Nevertheless, testing this possibility falls outside the scope of the present study, which primarily aims to initiate an investigation into the effect of prosodic boundaries on the kinematic realizations of preboundary words in Korean, an area that has not been previously explored.

A total of 1,152 tokens were collected (8 words × 2 boundary conditions × 2 Info-Structure conditions × 4 repetitions × 9 speakers). Due to measurement-related errors (e.g., uncertainty of pinpointing kinematic landmarks), five tokens were discarded in all analyses and 24 additional tokens were discarded in the time-to-peak velocity analysis.
2.2. Apparatus and procedure

Articulatory data were collected from nine native speakers of Seoul Korean (five male and four female college students in their 20’s) using 2D Electromagnetic Midsagittal Articulography (Carstens AG200). Sensors were attached to the upper and lower lips (and on the front/back of the tongue). There was a practice session prior to the experiment where participants were familiarized with all the test words appearing in the mini discourse contexts as names of pet dogs along with pictures. During the experiment, participants heard a pre-recorded prompt question and read the test sentence as a corresponding answer shown on a computer screen. Trials were blocked by test words with different randomized orders over four repetitions. Participants made errors in some trials, the majority of which consisted of the choice of unintended prosodic rendition or disfluency due to the sensors and wires. Whenever an error was spotted by the experimenter (trained on the Korean prosodic transcription), the participant was asked to read the sentence again. Prosodic renditions (including boundary types, IP-final vs. IP-medial) were cross-checked by two other trained Korean phoneticians (the second and third authors), who confirmed that all recorded tokens were naturally produced with the intended prosody.

Furthermore, all three authors transcribed the tones on the target words to examine the types of boundary tones in our experimental sentences. In the IP-medial condition, the tone consistently realized on the final syllable of the target word was ‘H’, which occurs in the middle of an Accentual Phrase embedded inside an IP. On the other hand, in the IP-final conditions, various boundary tones were observed. Figure 2 illustrates IP-final boundary tones in both the ‘given’ and ‘new’ conditions, as well as their combined representation. Notably, a complex HL% (falling) tone is the most frequent (67%) in the IP-final condition, followed by another complex LH% (rising) tone (18%) and a rise-fall LHL% (13%). Only 2% of the IP conditions were produced with an H tone. The distribution of boundary tones is notably similar across both the ‘given’ and ‘new’ conditions.

Our data, as shown in Figure 2, consistently shows that a complex tone, which may be realized over a longer temporal extent than a simple tone (cf. Zhang, 2014), is prevalent in the majority of IP-final tokens (98%).

Speaker variation in the choice of boundary tones can also be summarized as below. Notably, while there were some individual variations in choosing different boundary tones, some

---

Note that we attempted to perform statistical modelling with tonal type as an additional predictor, especially considering that, among the complex tones, rising tones are generally expected to have a longer temporal extent than falling tones (e.g., Ohala & Ewan, 1973; Myers, 2003; Kentner, Franz, Knoop, & Menninghaus, 2023; Li, Kim, & Cho, 2023). However, we decided not to report the results for the following reasons. First, the returned results were too complex to understand, presumably due to the unbalanced distribution of tokens across different tonal types. Second, the effects of the tonal types and their interactions with various other experimental conditions were beyond the scope of our original research questions. Therefore, we have deferred the investigation of tonal type effects in conjunction with preboundary phonetic effects to future studies.
consistency was also observed. In particular, seven speakers (out of nine) produced a falling tone (HL%) quite consistently, which was the most frequent boundary tone.

- HL% (67%): Seven out of nine speakers (S01-S02, S05-S09) utilized the most frequent HL% (falling) tone, accounting for 95% of all HL% (falling) tokens (369 out of 388).
- LH% (18%): The remaining two speakers (S03, S04) consistently produced LH% (rising tone), accounting for 97% of all LH% tokens (102 out of 105).
- LHL% (13%): Two speakers (S01, S09) generated 75% of the LHL% (54 out of 74), while the remaining 25% (20 tokens) were produced by five other speakers (S02-S06).

2.3. Measurement and statistical analyses

The movement data for lip closing and opening were obtained from the Euclidean distance of the two sensors on the upper and lower lips (i.e., Lip Aperture). Duration (DUR), time-to-peak velocity (T-to-PKVEL), peak velocity (PKVEL), and displacement (DISP) were obtained using Mview (Tiede, 2005; cf., Cho, Son, & Kim, 2016). See Figure 3 in the results section for schematized measures. The onset and target of the gesture were defined as time points at 20% of PKVEL (mm/s) during acceleration (for the onset) and deceleration (for the target). DUR (in ms) was measured from the onset of the gesture under investigation to the onset of

![Figure 2: Types of IP-final boundary tones in the ‘given’ and ‘new’ conditions, and pooled across the two conditions.](image-url)
the following gesture (including the plateau).\(^4\) Time-to-PKVEL (in ms) was measured from the onset to the attainment of peak velocity, which is roughly the same as acceleration duration. This durational measure is considered to reflect the temporal control of the clock-slowing rate by the pi-gesture (or the gestural stiffness as a dynamical parameter) more accurately than the entire movement duration because the second component of the gesture after the peak velocity attainment (roughly the same as the deceleration duration) is subject to truncation due to an earlier activation of the following gesture (Byrd & Saltzman, 2003). DISP (in mm) was the spatial change (in Lip Aperture) from the onset to the target.

With regards to the examination of spatio-temporal change in Lip Aperture for CV.CV(C) words, a theoretically-related caveat is in order. Given that all the consonants are bilabial, the lip closing movement is directly relevant to the consonantal gesture. But as for the lip opening movement, one could assume that it is related to the vowel since it is aligned with the opening of the vocal tract (which is also proximally aligned with the onset of the vowel in the acoustic dimension). But in the framework of Articulatory Phonology, some researchers suggested that a consonant could be modeled as having two gestural components (i.e., the closing gesture and the release gesture, as proposed in the split-gesture dynamics model by Nam, 2007), suggesting that the opening movement may be associated with the consonantal gesture. (But see Iskarous & Pouplier, 2022 for comments on possible theoretical issues related to the split-gesture dynamics model.) However, even in a split-gesture model, once the consonantal closure is released as specified by the consonantal release gesture, the lip opening movement continues beyond an assumed equilibrium position, in correlation with the vocalic movement. This continuation may be in part due to the influence of jaw movement, which accompanies tongue movement and affects lip opening. Consequently, the continued lip opening movement after the release gesture can no longer be attributed solely to the activation of the consonantal release gesture. It is therefore plausible that the later part of the lip opening movement into the vowel is constrained by the vocalic gesture and could possibly be seen as a proxy for the vocalic gesture. Taking all of this into consideration, we suggest that lip closing and opening movements are related to CV articulation, though the precise modeling of the relationship between the lip opening gesture and the vocalic gesture in dynamical terms remains to be explored. It is also worth noting that Jang and Katsika (2020) examined the consonantal closing and opening movements to assess PBL effects.

It should also be noted here that for the final coda in CV.CVC, one might think that the rightmost articulatory component that is immediately adjacent to a prosodic boundary must be

\(^4\) Note that this kinematically-defined durational measure excluded a pause in case one occurred in the IP-final condition, allowing us to consider preboundary lengthening as a pre-pausal effect. While our analysis did not account for the potential influence of a pause on pre-pausal lengthening, the preboundary phenomenon was typically accompanied by a complex boundary tone, signifying its role as phrase-final (pre-pausal), often coinciding with f0 information that collectively signals prosodic juncture.
the coda’s opening movement associated with its constriction release. This was pointed out by an anonymous reviewer, rightly suggesting that PBL for the closed syllable word of CV.CVC could not be adequately captured without examining the temporal realization of the coda’s opening component. But this is not the case in Korean. In Korean, there exists a phonological rule whereby a coda obstruent is never released unless it is resyllabified as an onset when followed by a vowel-initial syllable within the same phrase. Due to this phonological rule, speakers often maintain the closure for such an extended period in an utterance-final position that it cannot be considered as being a phonologically-specified release component of the gesture. The phonological constraint that does not license the release in the coda can be translated into gestural terms, especially within the framework of Articulatory Phonology (Goldstein et al., 2006). In such a case, the timing of the release component of a gesture is not specified in the gestural activation of the coda consonant. In the IP-medial context of the current study, the target word in the closed syllable context (e.g., /p*ap*ip/) was indeed followed by another word that began with a fricative /s/ (e.g., /satʰaŋ/), preventing it from being resyllabified as an onset. Consequently, the release of the coda is not part of the gestural component of the target word. Instead, it is triggered by the following /s/.

When separated by an IP-final boundary, the constriction may eventually be released, but the timing and displacement of the release, as it is not specified, vary significantly. This release may be initiated by a tendency to return to a rest position before starting a new IP or in preparation for the articulation of the following word. In fact, our kinematic data indicate that the release of the coda in the IP condition is extremely variable, such that it is often delayed until the beginning of the new IP, even in the presence of some pause in both oral and nasal stop conditions. Thus, in practice, we could not reliably measure the release component of the coda consonant, and in theory, we assumed that the release component under consideration was not part of the gestural component being specified. For these reasons, we considered the closing component of the gesture (rather than the release component) as the last measurable articulatory component of the final C in CV.CVC.

Statistical analyses were carried out with R4.0.5, fitting a linear mixed-effects (LME) model to raw values of each measure (DUR, T-to-PKVEL, DISP, and PKVEL) for each closing and opening gesture.5 The model included four binary variables as fixed effects, all of which were deviation-coded with the underlined level as the reference level. Boundary (IP-medial or IP-final) was

---

5 Given that the length of the Intonational Phrase (IP) containing the target word varied across the Boundary levels (IP-medial = 8 syllables, IP-final = 6 syllables), we received advice to normalize the two temporal measures (DUR and Time-to-PKVEL) according to the IP length. However, our primary analysis utilized raw values, assuming that preboundary lengthening (PBL) is localized primarily in IP-final syllables, independently of the global effect of IP length. It appears that this same assumption guided previous studies on PBL (e.g., Byrd & Saltzman, 1998; Byrd & Saltzman, 2003; Katsika, 2016), which also examined speech materials of varying IP lengths across boundary conditions without normalizing the measures.
included as the main experimental predictor. Info-Structure (given or new), Consonant (/m/ or /p^*=/), and Vowel-sequence (/a-i/ or /i-a/) were also included as control predictors. For the purpose of the present study, only two-way interactions between Boundary and each control predictor were included as fixed effects to avoid overfitting. Initially, we attempted to include the maximal random effects structure for each model we built, but models did not converge most of the time. Thus, we conducted likelihood ratio tests to trim down effects that did not reach significance or induced non-convergence, beginning from the maximal random effects structure justified by the design (i.e., all by-participant and by-item intercepts and slopes for Boundary, Info-structure, and their interaction). As a result, by-participant and by-item intercepts and by-participant slope for Boundary remained in the final model structure. (See Appendix 1 for detailed results of LMEMs and R syntaxes used.)

Finally, we will also probe into relationships in variation between kinematic measures of duration, displacement, and peak velocity. These additional analyses will allow us to understand how much variation in temporal dimension (to be reflected in PBL) can be accounted for by variation in spatial dimension (to be reflected in variation in displacement), and vice versa.

3. Results

3.1. Boundary effects on kinematic measures

Boundary effects on each of the four measure types (DUR, T-to-PKVEL, DISP, and PKVEL) are plotted in two sets of graphs in Figure 3. First, the bar graphs show the mean values obtained from each boundary level of each closing and opening gesture, separately for the Info-Structure levels (new or given). Second, line graphs are provided for simplified presentation of the magnitude of the boundary effects, visualizing Δ(final-medial) values (i.e., the mean difference between the boundary levels) in each level of Info-Structure, so that a larger Δ value indicates a larger boundary effect. The results of LME models for the main effects of Boundary and Info-Structure are summarized in Table 2. See Appendix 1 for the results of other control predictors included in the model (i.e., Consonant sequence, Vowel sequence, their interactions with Boundary, and interaction between Boundary and Info-Structure). In Figure 3, significant Boundary effects are indicated by 3 levels (*<.05, **<.01, ***<.001) for the sake of information, but with no a priori implication that p-values below 0.05 can be used for assessing the robustness or the size of the significance. The figure (and Table 2a–b) also contains %-increase, indicating the mean relative increase in each measure from IP-medial to IP-final condition. In the presentation of the results, gestures labelled ‘C1-closing’ and ‘C1-opening’ are associated with C1 in C_iV:C_v(C_i), and those labelled ‘C2-closing’ and ‘C2-opening’ with C2 in C_iV:C_v(C_i). For C3 in the closed syllable context, only ‘C3-closing’ is included as explained in the method section.
Figure 3: Effects of Boundary. The bar graphs show raw mean values with the error bars representing standard errors of the mean. Δ values and %-increase values in the line graphs show the mean increase from IP-medial to IP-final. The significance notations (* < .05, ** < .01, *** < .001) refer to the Boundary effects. Ovals in gray refer to cases when there is a significant interaction between Boundary and Info-Structure ('new' vs. 'given').
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word type</th>
<th>CV.CV</th>
<th>CV.CVC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gesture ID</td>
<td>C1-closing</td>
<td>C1-opening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) Boundary (IP-medial = ref.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DV = DUR</td>
<td>6.59 (7%)</td>
<td>3.57 (5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>.046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DV = T PV</td>
<td>-0.20 (-1%)</td>
<td>0.72 (2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.745</td>
<td>.384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DV = DISP</td>
<td>-7.09 (-1%)</td>
<td>69.43 (8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.801</td>
<td>.064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DV = PKVEL</td>
<td>-6.05 (-2%)</td>
<td>3.13 (2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.433</td>
<td>.603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) Info-Structure (‘given’ = ref.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DV = DUR</td>
<td>0.11 (0%)</td>
<td>0.06 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.879</td>
<td>.931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DV = T PV</td>
<td>-0.05 (0%)</td>
<td>0.67 (2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.903</td>
<td>.157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DV = DISP</td>
<td>37.34 (3%)</td>
<td>27.65 (3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>.034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DV = PKVEL</td>
<td>8.77 (3%)</td>
<td>5.38 (3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>.050</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: A summary of the LME models for effects of Boundary (IP-medial = ref.) and Info-Structure (‘given’ = ref.). Positive coefficients indicate an increase from the IP-medial to the IP-final condition (Boundary effect) or from the ‘given’ to the ‘new’ (broad focus) condition (Info-Structure effect). %-increase is given in parenthesis. Significant effects ($p < 0.05$) are marked in gray.
Duration (DUR, Figure 3a) shows $\Delta$ (final-medial) significantly above ‘0’ in all gestures of CV.CV and CV.CVC words. The distribution of PBL over the bisyllabic words can be characterized as being ‘progressive’ in that the magnitude of PBL (estimated by the %-increase and $\beta$ in Table 2) is progressively decreasing from the right edge. Notably, $\Delta$ (final-medial) in DUR decreases with a substantial drop from C2-opening to C2-closing as the gesture becomes distal from the boundary. As can be seen by comparing the left and the right panel in Figure 3a, such a drop was much steeper in the open syllable condition where C2-opening was the right most gesture, than in the closed syllable condition where C2-opening was not the rightmost gesture. It was also noticeable that even the most distal C1-closing gesture and the following C1-opening gesture in both C1VC2V and C1VC2VC3 show a significant PBL effect on the movement duration (DUR), though with a more attenuated magnitude. This suggests that PBL in Korean can extend to the leftmost closing gesture in bisyllabic words.

Another durational measure Time-to-PKVEL (acceleration duration), however, indicates more restricted distribution of PBL. As can be seen in Figure 3b, it shows a significant boundary effect only on those gestures that belong to the final syllable whether open or closed, and there is no distal effect on the gestures (C1-closing, C1-opening) of the first (non-final) syllable. (This will be discussed in relation to the scope of the temporal modulation by the $\pi$-gesture in the discussion section.) Within the final syllable, a progressive decrease of the magnitude in duration from the right edge is also evident in Time-to-PKVEL, with a substantial drop from C2-opening (into the following vowel) to C2-closing (from the preceding vowel), though in a lesser degree.

Displacement (DISP, Figure 3c) and Peak velocity (PKVEL, Figure 3d) also show a progressively decreasing trend from the right edge, though not clearly to the leftmost distal gestures. As can be seen in Figure 3c, the Boundary effect on DISP is not significant in initial gestures (i.e., there was no effect on C1-closing and C1-opening in C1VC2V, and C1-closing in C1VC2VC3). But $\Delta$ (final-medial) in DISP decreases (again with a substantial drop from C2-opening to C2-closing) as the gesture becomes distal from the boundary. These displacement results indicate that PBL is accompanied by substantial spatial extension. As for PKVEL, the significance of $\Delta$ (final-medial) is limited to gestures that are proximal to the boundary (i.e., only at the final gesture (C2-opening) in C1VC2V and at the three gestures that belong to the final syllable (C2-closing, C2-opening, C3-closing) in C1VC2VC3 with relatively smaller %-increase values compared to the effect on DISP. Thus, the PKVEL results show faster articulatory movements at the IP-final position compared to the IP-medial position for proximal gestures near the prosodic juncture, although there is not a clear correspondence between the variation in PKVEL and the durational measure (DUR) of PBL.
When examining the bar plots, one can notice a difference in the nature of the progressively decreasing trend from the right edge between the spatial measure (DISP) and the temporal measure (DUR). As can be seen in the lower panels (bar plots) of Figure 3a, DUR values in IP-medial conditions consistently stay low throughout the entire target word. In contrast, in IP-final conditions, DUR values gradually increase toward the right edge, illustrating the waxing boundary effect. DISP exhibits somewhat different patterns. Notably, in the first gesture (C1-closing gesture), the overall DISP values are relatively larger in both IP-medial and IP-final conditions compared to the following gestures within the target word, possibly indicating a word-initial strengthening effect. Interestingly, in the IP-medial condition, the degree of DISP continues to decrease toward the end of the target word, indicating a continuous phrase-medial reduction. Conversely, in the IP-final condition, the degree of DIPS begins to increase from the second gesture (C1-opening gesture) onwards, reaching its maximum displacement at the phrase-final gesture, showing articulatory strengthening on the right edge. However, when considering the mean differences (Δ) presented in the upper panels of Figure 3c (and the β values provided in Table 2), the progressively increasing trend in DISP towards the right edge still appears to originate from the initial C1-closing gesture and extend to the right edge. Thus, it appears that this increasing pattern, contributing to significant boundary effects in the spatial dimension, results from both the gradual increase in articulatory strengthening represented by DIPS in the IP-final condition and the gradual reduction observed in the IP-medial condition.

These results, taken together, indicate some similarities and differences between CV.CV and CV.CVC. As shown in Figure 3a, PBL spreads leftward to a similar extent irrespective of the presence or absence of an additional gesture of C3-closing in C1V.C2V vs. C1V.C2VC3. In particular, the magnitude of PBL on the C2-closing gesture is comparable (i.e., 44%-increase and 47%-increase in C1V.C2V and C1V.C2VC3, respectively. On the other hand, the magnitude of the PBL (208%-increase) for C2-opening when it is rightmost in C1V.C2V (i.e., in the absence of C3-closing) is clearly greater than that of either C2-opening (105%-increase) or C3-closing (123%-increase) in C1V.C2VC3. It appears that the effect of PBL on the final syllable is comparable regardless of whether the final syllable is open or closed. Interestingly, however, Time-to-PKVEL, as can be seen in Figure 3b, shows a somewhat different pattern—i.e., the magnitude of PBL reflected in Time-to-PKVEL is comparable on the C2-opening gesture (33%-increase vs. 38%-increase in C1V.C2V and C1V.C2VC3, respectively), while it was much larger on the rightmost, C3-closing gesture (109%-increase) in C1V.C2VC3 than on the rightmost, C2-opening gesture (33%-increase) in C1V.C2V. Thus, there appears to be some differences in temporal distribution as a function of the syllable structure or whether the rightmost gesture is consonantal opening (C2-opening) versus

---

* This observation was further supported by a significant interaction between Boundary and Coda (β = 81.78, p < 0.001) returned by a separate LME model that was fit to the data for C2-opening with Boundary and Coda (presence/absence of C3-closing gesture) as fixed effects.
closing (C3-closing). Nevertheless, what remains invariant is a general pattern of progressive effect (i.e., the more proximal the gesture is to the boundary, the larger temporal expansion the gesture shows in a gradient fashion regardless of whether the final syllable is open or closed).

Another noticeable difference as a function of syllable structure (or whether the final gesture is an opening or a closing one) can be observed with other non-temporal measures (i.e., DISP and PKVEL), which indicate much more pronounced boundary effects on the lip closing movement into the coda consonant in the closed syllable. As can be seen in Figure 3c–d, the magnitude of the boundary effect on DISP and PKVEL for the C2-opening gesture is far greater in the closed syllable (C1V.C2VC3) context (118%-increase in DISP and 54%-increase in PKVEL) compared to that in the open syllable (C1V.C2V) context (58%-increase in DISP and 18%-increase in PKVEL). Moreover, the magnitude for each measure for the rightmost gesture (C3-closing) in C1V.C2VC3 (closed syllable condition) is also far greater than for the rightmost gesture (C2-opening) in C1V.C2V (open syllable condition). The rightmost C3-closing gesture in C1V.C2VC3 shows much more boundary-induced spatial expansion (160%-increase in DISP) along with much faster movement (87%-increase in PKVEL) compared to the rightmost C2-opening gesture in C1V.C2V (58%-increase in DISP and 18%-increase in PKVEL). These results indicate that the boundary effect on the gestures that constitute a final syllable is larger in magnitude when the syllable is closed (or when the final gesture involves a closing movement) than it is open.

Additionally, as summarized in Table 2b and also seen in Figure 3a–b, the effects of Info-Structure on the temporal expansion appear to be much weaker and less systematic as compared to the Boundary effects. The duration measure (DUR) showed a small but significant increase only in two cases (i.e., on C2-closing in the open syllable (C1V.C2V) condition and on C3-closing in the closed syllable (C1V.C2VC3) condition). Similarly, Time-to-PKVEL showed a significant increase only in two cases that are different from the effects on DUR (i.e., on C2-closing in the open syllable (C1V.C2V) condition and on C1-closing in the closed syllable (C1V.C2VC3) condition). Moreover, as can be inferred from the β coefficients and %-increase provided in Table 2, even for these sparsely observed significant effects, the magnitude in the focus-induced increase (e.g., about 3% increase in DUR for C2-closing in C1V.C2V) was far smaller compared to the boundary-related increase in duration (e.g., about 44% increase in DUR for C2-closing in C1V.C2V).

On the other hand, DISP and PKVEL reveal robust Info-Structure effects across all gestures except for one case (i.e., DISP of C2-opening in C1V.C2VC3 (which showed a marginal effect) as can be seen in Table 2b). As can be inferred from %-increase values in the table, the magnitude of change in spatial displacement and movement peak velocity due to Info-Structure appears to be largely similar across all gestures. These results taken together indicate that the prominence associated with broad focus (in the ‘new’ condition) is characterized by spatial expansion accompanied by an increase in peak velocity, but not in duration, and is distributed almost entirely over the bisyllabic words, whether the final syllable is open or closed.
The effect of Info-Structure also did not consistently interact with the boundary effect. In Figure 3c–d, the boundary effect on DISP and PKVEL was generally greater when the target was produced on the given condition, as differentiated by the line type (solid = given, dashed = new). However, as marked by the gray ovals, the Boundary × Info-Structure interaction effect on DISP and PKVEL was significant only in the final C3-closing gesture in C1V.C2VC3 words. Temporal measures in Figure 3a–b also showed significant interaction effects on C2-opening of C1V.C2VC3, but the direction of the interaction effect was reversed in the following gesture (C3-closing), showing inconsistent interaction effects.

3.2. Relationships between kinematic variations

In this section, we provide further data on kinematic characteristics of preboundary articulation by exploring relationships between individual kinematic parameters associated with gestures in the final syllable. Note that the purpose of these additional analyses was to further illuminate how boundary-related temporal variation as reflected in PBL may be related to variation in displacement and movement velocity that is also observed with preboundary articulation. Understanding these relationships between kinematic parameters will also allow us to speculate on the nature of preboundary articulation in dynamical terms. In particular, if variation in spatial expansion that was found to accompany PBL can be largely accounted for by variation in PBL, one can infer that the temporal modulation of gesture at a prosodic juncture is what underlies spatial expansion at that prosodic juncture. Alternatively, if the relationship analyses reveal that variation in spatial expansion is independent from variation in PBL, one can assume that there is an additional dynamical parameter that may be modulated to give rise to variation in spatial expansion.

Figure 4 visualizes the kinematic relationships in scatter plots with an indication of the boundary condition (IP-final vs. IP-medial) to which each datapoint belongs. However, to examine correlations between the individual parameters within the overall distribution, rather than within each boundary level, the r-coefficients and p-values provided in Figure 4 are based on all data points pooled across boundary conditions. The scatter plots are presented separately for the vowel sequence condition (i.e., whether the final vowel was /i/ or /a/), because the two final vowels are not comparable in terms of the size of oral opening and intrinsic vowel length.

As shown in Figure 4a, it is interesting to see that DUR is only weakly correlated with PKVEL (r-coefficients ranging from 0 to 0.41). Instead, the data points of IP-final are separable from those of IP-medial primarily on the vertical (DUR) dimension, indicating that despite some degree of correlation between the two parameters, the temporal expansion at a larger prosodic boundary (IP-final vs. IP-medial) is largely independent from variation in movement peak velocity. On the other hand, as shown in Figure 4b, DUR is quite highly correlated with DISP (r-coefficients ranging from 0.40 to 0.76), indicating a better correlation between variations in duration and displacement than between variations in duration and movement peak velocity.
Accordingly, as can be seen in Figure 4b, the distribution of IP-final versus IP-medial data points is separable diagonally (i.e., on both vertical and horizontal dimensions), indicating that PBL in the final syllable cannot be accounted for by variation in DUR or DISP alone, but by their interdependent relationship. Finally, as shown in Figure 4c, DISP is highly correlated with PKVEL (the larger, the faster), with r-coefficients ranging from 0.73 to 0.95. Though to a lesser degree than Figure 4b, the data points for IP-final are distributed upward to the right relative to those for IP-medial, confirming that the spatial expansion of preboundary (IP-final) articulation accompanies an increase in movement peak velocity.

4. General discussion

4.1. Kinematic characteristics of preboundary articulation

One of the basic questions that the present study started off with was how preboundary articulation in Korean as an edge-prominence language could be characterized in kinematic terms, and whether and how it would differ from that in English as a head-prominence language.
Our results indicate that preboundary articulation at the right edge (in the IP-final position) in Korean is not only longer in duration (preboundary lengthening), but it is also larger in displacement and higher in peak velocity. Preboundary articulation in Korean can therefore be best characterized in kinematic terms as being larger in all directions compared to that in the IP-medial position. Moreover, such an articulatory strengthening effect does not interact with Info-Structure (given/new) at all in CVCV, and for most cases in CVCVC. This indicates that preboundary articulation is modulated in both spatial and temporal dimensions by prosodic constituency (or prosodic phrasing), largely independent of ‘new’ versus ‘given’ conditions of Info-Structure.

This boundary-induced kinematic pattern in Korean is quite different from some of the earlier findings in English, which indicate that preboundary articulation is characterized primarily by temporal expansion (PBL), while spatial expansion and increased movement velocity do not necessarily accompany it (e.g., Beckman & Edwards, 1992; Byrd & Saltzman, 1998; Byrd & Saltzman, 2003; Cho, 2006). Instead, the observed kinematic characteristics of preboundary articulation in Korean appear to be more comparable to those of localized hyperarticulation (prominence/stress-induced articulatory strengthening) in English that can also be characterized by a spatio-temporal expansion (i.e., with articulation under prominence being larger, longer and faster compared to that in the non-prominent context) (Beckman & Edwards, 1992; de Jong, 1995; Fowler, 1995; Cho, 2006; see Mücke & Grice, 2014 for similar effects in German). This holds regardless of the broad focus conditions driven by information structure (‘new’ versus ‘given’). Thus, the preboundary articulation in Korean that reveals spatio-temporal articulatory strengthening effects can be taken to make preboundary articulation prominent (or perceptually salient) in a similar way that prominence-induced hyperarticulation effects do in English.

The right-edge effect on hyperarticulation in the spatio-temporal dimension found in Korean bears some broader implications when compared to the realization of contrastive tones at the lexical level. For instance, DiCanio, Benn, and García (2021) studied tone realization in Yoloxóchitl Mixtec, an endangered Mexican language with fixed stem-final stress and distinct lexical tones. Their acoustic experiments revealed that speakers of Yoloxóchitl Mixtec not only extended the temporal realization of the final syllable, a form of preboundary lengthening comparable to the IP-final position, but also enhanced the contrast of lexical tones. This enhancement included expanding the tonal f0 range, resulting in high tone raising and lowering of both low and falling tones. Emerging evidence from the present study and previous studies, including DiCanio et al. (2021), on different languages suggests that preboundary temporal slowing, initially rooted in low-level phonetics, can manifest as a locus of hyperarticulation at the right edge of prosodic constituents on a phrase level. This phenomenon extends to both spatial and tonal dimensions, and it may be under speaker control, as discussed by Cho (2016) and DiCanio et al. (2021) in the context of maximizing lexical distinction through prominence.
Another basic finding of the present study is that the scope of PBL in Korean was not confined to the proximal gestures in the final syllable, but PBL (as measured by movement duration) was found to extend leftward to the distal consonantal closing gesture (C1-closing) and opening gesture (C1-opening) of the non-final syllable in bisyllabic words. The magnitude of PBL of the two leftmost gestures was, however, drastically attenuated, and time to peak velocity did not show a significant boundary effect in these distal gestures associated with the first syllable. This implies that, while the PBL process operates in a gradient fashion across the two syllables, the effect is asymmetrical and weighted much more strongly on the gestures in the final syllable as has been found with other languages. It is also noticeable that the leftward spreading to the most distal gestures was not observed in displacement and peak velocity as well, indicating that the boundary-induced spatio-temporal expansion is largely localized to those gestures that form the final syllable.

The present study also asked how kinematic characteristics of preboundary articulation under the hypothesized edge-related prominence would be compared with those in the ‘new’ (broad focus) versus ‘given’ (no focus) conditions that are related to prominence associated with information structure that may not be always expressed by phrasing in Korean. Results indicate that the edge-induced strengthening effects on preboundary articulation in Korean are indeed different from those of strengthening that might arise with ‘new’ versus ‘given’ conditions of Info-Structure. Recall that there were significant effects of Info-Structure on kinematic realization primarily in displacement and peak velocity across the board. All the lip closing and opening gestures except for C2-opening gesture in the closed syllable (C₁V₂C₃V₃) condition (which showed a marginal effect) are produced with a significant increase in both displacement and peak velocity in the ‘new’ (broad focus) condition compared to the ‘given’ (unfocused) condition. On the other hand, the ‘new’ condition of Info-Structure barely induced temporal expansion—i.e., the ‘new’ condition showed a lengthening effect only on C2-closing gesture in C₁V₂C₃V₃, and only C3-closing gesture in C₁V₂C₃V₃, whereas all other gestures showed no lengthening effect of Info-Structure. These results suggest that the articulatory strengthening effect of prominence associated with the ‘new’ (broad focus) condition is primarily reflected on the spatial dimension while the articulatory strengthening effect of prominence associated with the right edge is reflected on both the spatial and temporal dimensions.

4.2. Understanding asymmetrical boundary effects due to syllable structure
The present study also explored whether the presence or absence of the coda gesture (C3-closing) in the final syllable would influence the distribution of PBL, especially given that any gesture that precedes it can be assumed to be more distal from the boundary in its presence (C₁V₂C₃V₃) than in its absence (C₁V₂C₃V). The results revealed that the magnitude of PBL on the C2-closing gesture was comparable in the two syllable contexts (i.e. 47%-increase when followed by two
gestures (C2-opening and C3-closing) in C₁V.C₂VC₃ versus 44%-increase when followed by one
gesture (C2-opening) in C₁V.C₂V). This indicates that as far as C2-closing gesture is concerned,
the physical distance from the prosodic juncture does not influence the distribution and the
magnitude of PBL. Crucially, however, the distribution of PBL was found to differ substantially
due to the syllable structure on the gesture(s) that follow the C2-closing gesture. The C2-opening
gesture in the absence of the following C3-closing gesture (in the open syllable condition of
C₁V.C₂V) showed a 208% increase, whereas it showed a 105% increase in the presence of the
following C3-closing gesture (in the closed syllable condition of C₁V.C₂VC₃). On the other hand,
the C3-closing gesture itself in CVCVC context showed a 123% increase.

These results have some implications for effects of syllable structure of the final syllable (open
versus closed) on which PBL is concentrated. When we consider the temporal distribution of PBL
separately in each syllable context, it still shows a progressively attenuating PBL effect from the
right edge to the left. But it is noteworthy that the magnitude of PBL on the C2-opening gesture
in the open syllable context (C₁V.C₂V) was far greater than that on either the C2-opening gesture
or on the C3-closing gesture in the closed syllable (C₁V.C₂VC₃). In fact, the magnitude of PBL on
the C2-opening gesture (208%-increase) in the open syllable context was largely comparable to
a magnitude of PBL on the C2-opening and C3-closing gestures combined (105%-increase and
123%-increase, respectively) in the closed syllable context. Interestingly, a similar effect has been
observed in an acoustic study on Japanese PBL (Seo et al., 2019), showing that the magnitude of
PBL in the open syllable with one mora is a combined effect of the final two morae (or a vowel
and a nasal coda) that form a rhyme of the closed syllable. The observed effects may be due to
PBL being realized on the basis of syllable structure with a similar magnitude on the rhyme (as
discussed in Seo et al., 2019), or on the basis of the type of the constriction gesture (closing versus
opening) that is aligned with the right edge. While this remains to be further corroborated, what
appears to be the case is that the magnitude of PBL on the final syllable is influenced by whether
there is a coda constriction or not. On a related point, the boundary effect on other kinematic
measures (displacement and peak velocity) was found to be more robust on the final gestures
when the syllable was closed (when the final gesture involves a closing movement) than when
it was open. Again, it is not clear to us why this asymmetry occurred, except that it was due to
the presence/absence of the final closing (coda) gesture. It may be due to the fact that the closed
syllable is phonologically heavy, so that the boundary effect that lends prominence is more
robustly realized on the spatial dimension in Korean. The fact that the broad focus effect was
also found to be most robust on the final coda closing gesture appears to lend further support to
the heavy-syllable related possibility. (Recall that the prominence arising with the ‘new’ (broad
focus) condition of Info-Structure was primarily reflected on a spatial expansion across the board,
but the rightmost C3-closing gesture in the closed syllable condition showed robust effects in
both spatial and temporal dimensions.) Alternatively, or in addition, the asymmetry may be due
to the fact that the closed syllable involves the constriction formation gesture for occlusion that is not released in Korean, which may cause more pronounced boundary-related articulation of the formation gesture.

4.3. Understanding kinematic characteristics of preboundary articulation of Korean in dynamical terms

Examination of the relationships between kinematic parameters further revealed the nature of the observed boundary-induced articulatory strengthening in Korean. It was found that PBL was only weakly related to variation in movement velocity, while it was more closely related with spatial expansion as reflected in variation in displacement, which in turn was highly correlated with variation in peak velocity. These results elaborate on the strengthening of preboundary articulation in dynamical terms in Korean in relation to the theory of the $\pi$-gesture model (Byrd & Saltzman, 2003). As introduced at the outset of the paper, the $\pi$-gesture, as a temporal modulation gesture, is assumed to modulate the rate of the clock in a dynamical system that controls articulatory temporal activation in the vicinity of the prosodic juncture. Thus, at first glance, spatial expansion of the sort observed in this study may not be considered to come about as direct consequence of $\pi$-gesture as a temporal modulation gesture. But it is still explainable in the $\pi$-gesture model, as clearly noted by Byrd and Saltzman (2003). For example, greater activation time of the $\pi$-gesture can provide sufficient time for the gestural target to be attained fully without truncation by an upcoming gesture, which allows possible spatial expansion of preboundary articulation. In this regard, Byrd and Saltzman (2003, p. 172) explain that “[i]t seems that transgestural perturbations of clock rate due to a $\pi$-gesture that locally slows time flow in an utterance can result in appropriate kinematic changes not only in the temporal domain but also in the spatial domain.” In fact, in the present study, the time-to-peak velocity measure, which is not affected by possible truncation, indicated a clear PBL effect on the final syllable as predicted by the $\pi$-gesture model. One might still ask, however, whether such spatial variation, if it occurs purely due to the absence of gestural truncation, can account for an increase in peak velocity because gestural truncation itself does not directly modify movement velocity. We do not have a compelling explanation to offer, but it may be simply due to the natural tendency that the articulatory movement peak velocity is linearly related to the movement displacement (Munhall et al., 1985; Ostry & Munhall, 1985)—i.e., the increased peak velocity may be attributable to this relationship (see Roon, Hoole, Zeroual, Du, & Gafos, 2021 for related discussion on the relatively little role in variation in peak velocity which explains differences in gestural overlap of consonant clusters in Moroccan Arabic).

Now an important question with respect to language specificity arises from the fact that preboundary articulation in Korean is much stronger in terms of spatio-temporal realization (especially reflected in the spatial expansion) than in English, and that it is by and large comparable
to the prominence-induced hyperarticulation in English. Thus, while preboundary articulation in both English and Korean can be taken to be modulated by the $\pi$-gesture as discussed above, we are left with a question regarding how the Korean-specific strengthening pattern associated with preboundary articulation can be understood in the theoretical framework of the $\pi$-gesture. Admittedly, this question cannot be easily answered with the limited data available in the present study, but one possibility is that the $\pi$-gesture interacts with another kind of modulation gesture in a language-specific way that regulates articulation in the spatial dimension, which in turn engenders hyperarticulation of the sort observed with preboundary articulation in Korean.

In this regard, Saltzman, Nam, Krivokapic, and Goldstein (2008) extended the concept of the $\pi$-gesture as a temporal modulation gesture to a more general modulation gesture, the $\mu$-gesture. They considered two kinds of $\mu$-gesture (i.e., a temporal modulation gesture (a “$\mu_t$-gesture”) and a spatial modulation gesture (a “$\mu_s$-gesture”)). They suggested that the prominence-related strengthening pattern (i.e., localized hyperarticulation) can be accounted for by an interaction of two types of the $\mu$-gesture that regulate the spatial variation and the temporal variation of the articulation movement of constriction gestures, respectively. The temporal modulation gesture, the ‘$\mu_t$-gesture,’ shares similarities with the $\pi$-gesture, as both control the temporal aspects of constriction gestures. If the observed spatial expansion, accompanied by an increase in peak velocity, exceeds what can be explained by clock slowing alone under the influence of the temporal modulation of the $\pi$-gesture, we should consider the introduction of a spatial modulation gesture of some sort that interacts with the temporal modulation of the $\pi$-gesture (see Iskarous & Pouplier, 2022, for a related discussion). Just as a general $\mu$-gesture integrates both the spatial and the temporal modulation, it is in principle feasible that the $\pi$-gesture can be extended to integrate a spatial modulation gesture all within the theoretical framework of the ('prosodic') $\pi$-gesture. Such an integration can account for the hyperarticulation effect observed at the right edge in our study, as well as the consistent domain-initial (left-edge) strengthening typically observed in Korean.

But the general progressive pattern of PBL observed in Korean is still predicted by the $\pi$-gesture model (Byrd & Saltzman, 2003). As discussed in Cho (2006), activation time can increase and decrease differently across languages, resulting in possible cross-linguistic variation in PBL. The $\pi$-gesture activation time in Korean can be considered to be stretched to the extent that it controls temporal realization of the distal gestures in the first (non-final) syllable. Moreover, the activation strength of the $\pi$-gesture is assumed to be maximal at the prosodic juncture and then decreases gradually towards the distal gestures in both directions (left and right). This can account for the drastic attenuation of the PBL of the distal gestures. It should be noted, however, that the current finding of the leftward spreading of PBL to the initial syllable is in contrast with a shortening of the penultimate syllable reported in Jang and Katsika (2020). Thus, we should not draw a firm conclusion on this, but we suspect that some differences between the two studies...
may have resulted in the discrepancy. First, two-syllable target words used in Jang and Katsika occurred as a second noun in a two-word compound noun phrase. Second, the vowel in the penultimate syllable of the target word which showed a shortening effect was an intrinsically short vowel /i/. Third, their target words occurred always in the non-prominent (unfocused) context with contrastive (narrow) focus falling on the first noun of the compound roughly in the half of their tokens analyzed (in their four-syllable-long Accentual Phrase context), or on an earlier word in the other half of the tokens analyzed (in their seven-syllable-long Accentual Phrase context). Thus, their target words occurred in a context of post-focal reduction and dephrasing. One cannot therefore rule out the possibility that their reported small degree of shorting of the non-final syllables has to do with these specific conditions which all appear to contribute some kind of reduction to the non-final syllable. But given that these specific conditions may affect both the phrase and the word boundary conditions tested in their study, how exactly these differences would lead to discrepant results reported in the present study remains to be further investigated. More research on PBL in various other contexts is certainly called for to understand the exact nature of PBL effects on non-final syllables.

5. Conclusion

In conclusion, Korean shows language-specifically fine-tuned kinematic variation of preboundary articulation, seemingly appropriate for an edge-prominence language. PBL is accompanied by spatial expansion, showing articulatory strengthening at the right edge that appears to be much more robust than what has been observed in other languages, such as English. There is some evidence for PBL to spread leftwards to the first syllable of the disyllabic test word, but at an extremely low magnitude, thus leaving the question open as to whether the scope of PBL is set to do so in Korean. PBL also appears to be conditioned by the syllable structure or the gestural content (whether the rightmost gesture is opening versus closing). These results are largely accounted for by the basic concepts of the theory of π-gesture, but it still remains to be seen how language-specifically tuned strengthening of preboundary articulation in Korean, which can be characterized as the constituent gestures being longer, larger and faster, can be modeled in dynamical terms in theories of speech production.
# Appendix 1. Model structure and output of the main analysis

## 1. Model structure

Each of the four dependent variables (DV) was modelled separately for each gesture using the following `lme4` syntax in R.

\[
\text{lm}r(DV \sim \text{Boundary} \times \text{Info-Structure} + \text{C-type} + \text{V-type} + \text{Boundary:C-type} + \text{Boundary:V-type} + (1+\text{Boundary} | \text{Subject}) + (1 | \text{TestWord}))
\]

## 2. Model output

β-coefficients and p-values for the intercept and the five fixed effects that are not given in Table 2 in the results section are summarized below in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word type</th>
<th>CV.CV</th>
<th>CV.CVC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C1-closing</td>
<td>C1-opening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DV = DUR</td>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>95.889</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-type</td>
<td>6.139</td>
<td>-8.234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-type</td>
<td>-7.506</td>
<td>-0.665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bnd:Info</td>
<td>-0.292</td>
<td>-0.759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DV = T_PV</td>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>30.814</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-type</td>
<td>-0.759</td>
<td>2.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Contd.)
Table 3: Summaries of results of LME models. Significant effects are in dark gray.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word type</th>
<th>CV.CV</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C1-closing</td>
<td>C1-opening</td>
<td>C2-closing</td>
<td>C2-opening</td>
<td>C1-closing</td>
<td>C1-opening</td>
<td>C2-closing</td>
<td>C2-opening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gesture ID</td>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>Intercept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bnd:Info</td>
<td>-0.387</td>
<td>-0.028</td>
<td>0.449</td>
<td>-0.654</td>
<td>0.229</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>0.545</td>
<td>-4.866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bnd:V-type</td>
<td>0.754</td>
<td>-0.875</td>
<td>-1.667</td>
<td>-13.408</td>
<td>0.564</td>
<td>-0.223</td>
<td>-1.636</td>
<td>-8.430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DV = DISP</td>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>1212.744</td>
<td>876.030</td>
<td>902.865</td>
<td>1059.712</td>
<td>1215.859</td>
<td>876.318</td>
<td>902.047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DV = PKVEL</td>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>283.441</td>
<td>190.147</td>
<td>217.923</td>
<td>183.178</td>
<td>287.647</td>
<td>193.408</td>
<td>219.171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3: Summaries of results of LME models. Significant effects are in dark gray.**
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